Alan Abel: Well, you know, today, when I say
today I mean this era where we are now with
heavy metal music and hip-hop dancing, and
Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga, and you know,
such characters, things are different in a way.
The dancing, the music is different, everything
is different from when I grew up in a small
town in Ohio. My fathers and two brothers, they
came from Lithuania, a town called Massaat,
I don’t know how you spell it but I’m pronouncing
it phonetically now. Massaat. But today is a
different time, different strokes… Everyone
has a cell phone, and iPad. The whole world is
connected in cyberspace, and it’s just amazing.
I saw this happen when I was in Melbourne,
Australia in 1990, so that would be 24 years ago.
I saw all of these people on the streets with cell
phones, and they hadn’t reached us yet, but they
were in Australia, in Sydney and Melbourne.
Everybody on the streets walking and talking.
And I used to kind of laugh, because I used to see
a guy who had a no-hands type of attachment and
he’d be walking down the street and go, “Well,
yes of course I’ll be there at four o’clock if you
can be there too.”, and I’m thinking, what’s
he talking to himself for. No, he’s talking on the
phone, right! (Laughs) So it was laughable at
first, but this is what young people have done
today too. They work in college with their buddies
and they come up with some new software and
say, “What are we gonna call it?”, “Well, what did
you say when I got the right formula?”, and the
guy answers “Yahoo”, or, “Google, yeah, I made
google-eyes when I saw it” and they sell it or
get funding for 100 million dollars and then sell
it for 10 billion like Mark Cuban did, bought the
Dallas Mavericks, a basketball team. And he’s
a young guy and he’s worth millions and millions
and millions. So, what are you gonna do. You got
to invent something, come up with something
different. And people will pave a path to your
door. Or they’ll steal it from you, too, you know.
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Aubrie Savage: But your own practice seems to
be different. Even though the times are not the
same, you come from the other end of making it
happen for yourself through various means.
AA: Well, I got into what I was doing by accident,
the hoaxing. To me it’s performance art, art on
the street. It was a small town, and I think out of
frustration I found that I could pull the wool over
people’s eyes.
When I had the idea to clothe naked animals
for the sake of decency, “A nude horse is a rude
horse”, and I thought it would die after a while,
you know, the idea of putting pants on a pony
and Bermuda shorts on a horse and so on,
but it took off. It was such a good story for the

news people on a slow news day. “Oh yeah,
we’ll write about the guy who wants to clothe
naked animals”, bla bla bla, and it kept building
and building and so I ran with it. The Saturday
Evening Post had rejected the story. It was tongue
in cheek, you know, satire, and they read it as
a serious movement to put pants on ponies. In
fact the associate editor wrote a note in her own
handwriting saying that the idea is deplorable. So
right away I knew I had bait and had caught a big
fish, you know. Saturday Evening Post was a big
magazine. My goodness, now that they think it’s a
real group, why don’t I pretend it’s real and print
out pamphlets and newsletters and chapters and
charters and all the kind of stuff an organisation
would have. Colleges, they went crazy over it,
absolutely mind-blowing how wild they were. In
fact, I did a lecture at the University of California
in Berkeley and I have it on a recording actually.
About 1500 students in this hall where they had
serious speakers and here this guy comes in with
drawings of a horse in Bermuda shorts and a cow
wearing a moo moo. And they were laughing at me
of course, not with me. Because they didn’t think
for a second I was kidding. They didn’t see that
depth of satire that I was trying to present. So
I failed in that sense. I didn’t make my message
clear. But that’s the way you have to do it.
Paul Hiatt: People want to believe stuff like that
so bad. You hold up a neon sign “Fake”. They
don’t want to hear it.
AA: Oh yeah, you don’t want to spoil it. Don’t
break the bubble. So, anyway, that’s where
I found I could get bookings, speak at colleges.
AS: And that helped you make a living?
AA: Oh, yes! Oh, yes, certainly, absolutely. Various
programmes wanted to feature me. Whenever
you’re going to have an animal on the show,
you know you’re going to get a good audience.
Especially putting pants on the animal. Or an
apron or something like that.

So I did a number of those shows with my
friend Buck Henry at the time, who posed as the
president of the group called G. Clifford Prout.
And Buck went on to write successful shows
like Get Smart, series, Catch 22, the screen
version not the book of course. But he played
the role very very well, and he looked the part.
Tight casting. In fact it got so bad with Buck
after he was finally-finally revealed after how
many years we kept going, five or six years. Time
magazine finally brought it down when they sent
two reporters to find out what’s going on. They
thought it’d be something evil, or something
fraudulent. They didn’t believe it. That’s the way

it was with other magazines too. They didn’t
believe that this guy really wanted to clothe
animals because nobody ever saw a dog or a cat
wearing anything, you know. (Laughs) That often
comes up at my lectures in the University of
California in Berkeley. Someone says, “Animals,
they have hair, fur which covers them.” And
I countered that with “Well, you have hair,
probably. Take off your shirt.” And he took off his
shirt, had hair on his chest… And I said “Well,
I’d like to see you out there taking your clothes
off and walk around with your hair. How far
would you get, huh?” Everybody was laughing
their heads off of course.
That was the good thing about it too. It’s certainly
what you could call, maybe dumb but, stand-up
comedy in its infancy. So, articles that have seen
the documentary may match the fact the guys who
were running with their heavy-weight jobs like
Stephen Colbert who’s gonna do the Letterman
Show now, and Sacha Baron Cohen who’s Mr.
Ali G, John Stuart of course. They all were little
tiny kids when I was doing all this stuff. But they
followed it, you know. They were aware of it.
Jimmy Fallon, Jimmy Kimmel…
And when Saturday Night Live did a whole big
sketch about the fainters in Phil Donahue’s
audience, they had a picture of me on Saturday
Night Live. I have not been called, ever. I
wouldn’t go near that show. Because I was with
Lorne Michaels, the producer on the show, in
Canada some years ago, and he was very upset
with me because I kept sort of stealing the
spotlight with the talk show on television with
four panelists: Elaine Boosler, the comedienne,
Lorne Michaels, the producer of Saturday Night
Live and the gal who wrote Metropolitan Life…
and myself. So the four of us were on this panel
discussion, talking about comedy and television
and shows. And I think I stepped on his foot a
few times. I’ve done that on occasion. I have put
my own foot in my mouth to offend people. But
I heard from somebody that he was very angry
about that show, and that he just wouldn’t let me
get near Saturday Night Live. Which is OK. You
know, it happens. You have to offend somebody
occasionally… You can’t pull back and say,
“Well I’ll soft-paddle this. I don’t want to hurt
somebody’s feelings…”. It’s too bad. Because
Walter Cronkite went to his grave angry with
myself and Buck Henry, because he got fooled
by the campaign to clothe naked animals and
did a full seven minutes on the CBS network
news talking about this guy, and Buck played
the role, and he had a ukulele for singing the
SINA Marching Song. For the parades we had a
marching song… And Walter is sitting there, very
piously, looking at this guy who wants to clothe
animals. And you could see he was baffled. He
didn’t know which way to go. How do you get out
of this? What do you do? And so he just let it
play. And that made funny. That was hysterical.
Somebody who Buck knew years later had had
dinner with Walter Cronkite, and he had told this
guy that this guy Buck Henry had pulled the wool
over his eyes and he’s mad as hell, and can never
forgive him for that. And I thought, “Here’s the
father of the news, still carrying that chip on his
shoulder…” He died about three or four months
after that. He’s not mad at Hitler, Mussolini,
Saddam Hussein, none of those guys. He’s mad
at us. He has to take it with him. It’s laughable,
but it’s also a sad commentary to it in a way.
Oh well. So I was stepping on people’s toes.
But it’s a challenge. It’s like anybody’s job. You
do things…

When Time magazine broke their story, they
had two reporters. One gal, her name was Susan
Brownmiller and Pete Hamill, they were both
reporters for Time magazine and they followed
me around in New York. Desperately trying to find
out what I was really up to. So I take them on this
journey on the subway and get on the bus, and they
were following me. They took turns, but couldn’t
really figure it out. Couldn’t get any answers. So,
anyhow, that’s what happened. Finally, I forget who
it was, but somebody did break through and say it’s
Buck Henry… Well, what had happened actually,
Buck was beginning to get more popular with being
on Saturday Night Live too, and then suddenly they
figured here’s a guy who’s a comic, so he must be
doing a comedy routine. And he was.
AS: Your whole practice is very much involved
with theatre. How did that come to be?
AA: In New York they have venues on the subway
platforms where people perform. They have a
hat out there, and they play. When Jennifer was
studying viola, she became quite an expert at
playing that instrument. Kate Mulheron, her
eight grade friend and fellow musician played
the cello. So I got them booked on the New
York city subway platform circuit where they
had entertainers, as the youngest performers
ever. In New York they have a shovel train that
goes from Times Square over to the eastside of
New York. And on Times Square there’s a large
platform. They played for about an hour, and had
their cases open, and people put money in there
during rush hour and they collected about 80
dollars while playing together. They were there,
I was the chaperon and Jennifer had her viola
teacher as a chaperon and Kate had her teacher.
And then afterwards we all went for dinner, and
the girls were very quiet. Jennifer and Kate didn’t
say much, and I said “What did you guys think of
that. You made 80 dollars in an hour. Just think.”
They’re in eighth grade, right. Just so young.
And they both said in unison: “Never again”.
That was their response.
PH: It’s also worth mentioning when we do
these hoaxes it’s basically acting on the world’s
stage. It’s like being in a production. I’m an
actor, there’s pre-production, we’re all putting it
together… You do it, and there’s post-production
when it’s revealed to be a prank and you have
an answer for yourself.
AS: But I wonder, of course you cast friends and
so on and so forth, but such projects still require
quite some resources.
AA: Public People Pooper… This friend of mine,
Doug, was an artist up in Boston University, and
he had a $10,000 grant to build something. So
he agreed to make the Loch Ness monster, which
he built and made the construction drawings
and so on. And it was a float, in three sections,
so we could transport it to Scotland and drop it
in the Loch Ness and then discover it – pretend
we had found the Loch Ness monster. This was
some years ago, back in the 80s. But we couldn’t
get the financing to carry it off, so it’s too bad.
But he built the Public People Pooper, which we
wheeled out in front of the hotel owned by Leona
Helmsley who later went to jail for tax evasion.
Her guards came out and didn’t let me go in to
use the bathroom, because I was in shorts and
had my T-shirt on… I wasn’t a guest at the hotel
either. So we had the Public People Pooper there

for those people who weren’t registered at the
hotel and had to go to the bathroom. So they
could use our mobile toilet. Oh, gosh… Leona
came out and her eyes shot daggers. She was
so angry, arms folded, just stood there in the
doorway. And then she called her security guards,
who then came over and tried to persuade me to
leave. And then the cops were called, the police
came, and they said, “Well, it’s on wheels and as
long as it keeps moving, we can’t stop that…”.
So, I finally made a deal with her assistant
manager who was very kind and sweet and gentle,
if I would move that, as he said, piece of crap,
down a few blocks I could come and use their
bathroom anytime. (Laughing) So that’s the deal
I made. And I did go a few times, and I must say
the bathrooms have big bars of soap and big bars
of towels and all these toilet articles you need,
shaving lotion, whatever… So, of course you had
to pay a hefty price if you stayed there at that
time Leona was running the hotel, very expensive.
She ended up cleaning a few toilets when she
went to jail. (Laughing)
AS: What drives you to set up these pranks?
What’s the motivation?
AA: Well, it depends. For example, with Joe
Vitale, who was a Google motivational speaker,
he wrote a book called “The Attractor Factor”
which essentially gives you plans, means and
ways to become successful, like this gentlemen
standing over here (Paul). And he had a whole
bag of tricks that he employed in the book and
he wanted to promote the book back when the
Powerball jackpot was $400,000,000. Joe lives
in Austin, Texas and he called me up and said
“How can I promote the Attractor Factor?”, and
I said, “Well, when they call the winning numbers,
whoever won doesn’t come out. They go into
hiding with their friends or family, their lawyers
and accountants. So there is a vacuum of a few
days where you can jump in and say, “I won. And
I got all the winning numbers from the book “The
Attractor Factor” by Joe Vitale. I was reading
this book, and I picked out this page and that
page, and the numbers won 480,000,000.” So he
said, “OK, lets do it.” So I put together a team.
We went out to Lincoln, Nebraska, where the
winning numbers were called. Of course I was
in the background, but I just stayed submerged,
because my photograph was up on a lot of
newsroom walls, “Watch out for this guy”. So
we pulled it off and got great publicity and “The
Attractor Factor” was number one on Amazon.
com for about three days. So, that was a good job,
and I got paid for it. Everybody went out there. I
just stayed with a walkie-talkie outside about 200
feet away from everything. But we had a massive
reporters group in the restaurant, when… Bob
Pagani was one of our associates who lives in
Portland, Oregon. He pretended to be the truck
driver who won the lottery looking through the
book. Bob was a perfect cast for that role. He
weighs about 280 pounds and he’s got a great
gift of gab, he was a DJ as well. He went into
this restaurant, which was part of the scenario,
and there were about 100 people in there eating.
It was a nice little restaurant in Nebraska. And
he gave the man 2,000 dollars and said, “When
they come up and pay, tell them it’s already
been paid for, whatever they had to eat, by the
fellow who just won the Powerball.” Well, this is
back in 2005 or 2006, so seven-eight years ago.
Everybody had cellphones then, and everybody in
this restaurant was calling the radio and TV, and

within minutes the satellite trucks were coming
in from all sides. The place was surrounded. And
the reporters, we had about 35 or 40 reporters
in there, hammering away at Bob, trying to find
out if he’s for real. There was a little bit of doubt,
even though we had a fake ticket and everything.

And his gift at gab was so good. There was some
apprehension. One gal from CBS news had this
look of amazement on her face, “I can’t believe
this is going on.” That was great. It was fun.
And it works. Joe Vitale put some money in, few
thousand dollars to pay everybody, and pay for
the food in the restaurant for all these strangers.
The strangers bought it right away. They were all
coming over with business deals, “Hey, I have
a great idea for a carwash, you and I should go
to business together.” You’ve seen that program
called sharks, where you go in front of these rich
people and pitch your project and get funding?
And they’re all rich and famous, wealthy and so
on. They’re snobs, too, I think. But they get some
people started.
So, those assignments come in quite occasionally.
Not anymore. Nowadays, since 9/11 especially,
there’s so much paranoia about the next attack,
and who’s gonna be killing whom, or who knows…
Everybody’s got their radar up, they’re on guard.
Also the internet. In a matter of one second you
can punch up two million pieces of information as
a back-ground of somebody. So, there isn’t much
time. It’s very difficult to hide because having
a computer gives you access like the Smithsonian
to all the information in the world. And this is
a problem, or could be a problem.
PH: Well, when we did the Phil Donahue fainting,
boy, it was just a matter of some guy who was a…
Donahue was originally in Chicago. He moved to
New York. And as I remember, the guy was a little
ticked off so he sent you, what, seven tickets?
And he said, “Do something”. So Alan came up
with this organisation called FAINT, Fight Against
Idiotic Neurotic Television. And me and six other
people basically, one by one, on Donahue’s show,
which was a live show, we fainted. And what
we said was, we went unconscious to raise the
consciousness of viewers. And people bought it
like hook, line and sinker. We did like tons of
news reports and stuff.
AA: Yeah, Paul was in on it as one of the fainters.
You were fainting away.
PH: I was number three to faint. You could hear
the thud when I hit the ground.
AA: Other people who weren’t with us started
fainting as well. And I was with Richard Crater,
he was one of our associates at the time. He and
I, we had done Phil Donahue’s show all year

before on radio WHK in Ohio, and so on. And
I was afraid that it would blow it if we were
to be noticed, so we stayed away. But we were
in this hotel room, which was our headquarters,
and we were watching this live show with people
fainting, and we’re laughing our heads off. We
just cannot stop laughing. It was hysterical.
Because Phil Donahue who’d done thousands of
shows was completely out of control. He couldn’t
handle this. He didn’t know what to do, what
to say. And then later that night on the news you
could see him shaking and stumbling, “Well, it
was cold outside, it was too hot in the studio…
People were fainting and…” And then there was
a thump and he says, “Oh, there goes another
one.” (Bursts out laughing)
PH: Actually I think that was me. Because we
had one actress who was caught on camera
fainting. And then they’d go to a commercial. And
then every time they’d come back, Phil started
explaining to the audience, “Well, somebody just
passed out, and there goes another one…”
(Both laughing)
AA: It made headlines on post, other papers,
oh yeah.
PH: Well, that made national headlines!
AA: Oh, my god!
PH: And the same happened when we did
the lottery for the first time. Every year when
somebody wins the lottery, it is usually some
pipe-fitter or something. A schlub, who’s like,
“Well, I’m not gonna quit my day-job.” So we
wanted to create the illusion of a perfect lotterywinner. So Alan got this really good actor, this
really attractive actress. And we threw a party at
the Omni Park Central in New York. And we’re
throwing money of the window. People just fell for
it. The reporters were so into it they didn’t even
notice that we didn’t even actually have a ticket.
AS: Alan, you’ve done a bit of acting yourself as
well, right?
AA: Well I have, you know, I played officer Grace
Kelly on live television many years ago, when
she first came to New York from Philadelphia.
And it was a series that ran maybe ten weeks.
And I was the airline steward. I had a few lines…
PH: You’ve ever seen the movie Putney Swope
(1969)? Ever heard of that movie?
AA: Yeah, Putney Swope. Well that was Robert
Downey Senior (Director of the film). Robert
Junior has made more money last year than any
actor in Hollywood, 150 million. His father never
got so lucky. But sonny, his little boy, sent him a
Gold American Express card with 50,000 dollars
credit. (Laughing) So the old man is doing pretty
well because of his little boy who got famous. But
my wife Jeanne and I, we used to babysit Downey
Junior. And he was just impossible. Six or seven
year old boy. He was so destructive, he took
all the knobs off of TV sets. And he’d take them
all and hide them somewhere. He put chewinggum under the pillows on the couch. And then
he’d just say, “Tell me a story”, so I start to say,
“OK, I’ll tell you the story of the shark and the
whale…”, “Oh, no, I’ve heard that one”, “Oh well,
how about the ocean-liner and the robot?”, “Oh
yeah, I’ve heard that too” (Laughing). He was just

driving me crazy. Of course he’s heard nothing,
you know. Very irascible type of a kid. And in later
life, you know, he was in lots of trouble, he started
jail-time and drunk driving and… But he came
out of it. Turned his life around. And now he’s the
hottest actor, or one of the hottest, along with
Tom Cruise and Tom Hanks, and people like that.
So he’s doing alright. He’s got the Iron Man
and so on.
AS: You were also invited to take part in the Andy
Kaufman 99 Cent Tour. There’s clearly a certain
relation between the two of you, putting on
characters and so on. Also in daily life in his case.
AA: Andy and I were friends. When I passed away
in The New York Times on January 2nd 1980,
Andy called me from California and had to know
every detail how I arranged it and convinced
The New York Times that I’d died. I told him of
course, wasn’t trying to hide anything. I surfaced
a few days later, reported that reports of my
demise were grossly exaggerated, in the spirit of
Mark Twain. And there were four obituary-writers
from The New York Times who sat at this news
conference that I held. About a 100 reporters had
showed up. It was amazing. The biggest story
was not that I died and that I got eight inches
of space, two more than the guy who invented
the six-pack who’d died the same day. But the
fact that I came back. And the first time that the
Times ever had to retract an obituary with a little
noticed that it was staged. But these four guys
were all obituary-writers, and they all wore the
same pin-stripe shirts and the tie where you had
a pin that went through it, I don’t think you do
that anymore. But there’s a pin that goes through
your tie that holds your collar down. And they
sat there, just like I’m looking at you right now.
They didn’t move a muscle, other than that look,
“How dare you, how dare you fool around with
The New York Times, all the news that’s fit to
print…” But we had a lot of laughs. All the other
reporters loved it. But those four guys, I could
see… I didn’t want to stare at them because I’d
break up laughing because it was so funny just to
see that they were not amused by anything I said.
It was about a 45-minute news conference. Lots
of questions: how did you do it, why did you do
it, where is it gonna go next, what do you have
up your sleeve now, you know, the usual types of
questions. And of course you have to give the kind
of story that makes sense and is appealing. I knew
a fellow named Weegee who was a photographer
who always got his stories on the front page of
the Chicago’s Tribune and the head all the other
newspapers in America, riot or plane crash or
whatever it was. He was there first. He got the
story. And I remember having lunch with him one
day. He had an idea he was pitching me, I can’t
remember what it was. And I said, “How did you
always get the first story? No other photographer
could get the picture you had. You got the picture.
And then with that picture you had a little blurb,
which is all they wanted, for the first edition.”
All he said was very simple, he said, “I’d looked
and studied the accident, and I want to find out
who’s in charge, who’s the guy who’s responsible.
If it’s a riot, who is the leader. If it’s a company
protest, who’s the president of the company or the
chairman. Who is he. And then once I’d picked
him out, I’d go right up and I’d shake his hand
and I’d say, “How are you? How’s the family?
Glad to see you.” Bang, take a quick picture and
go on.” And he fooled them. He caught them
in that little gap when you say, “Hi, how’s the

family?” And he was able to take advantage of
that instance, to become very famous. Cause he
had the exclusivity.
So there are tricks to every trade. The same
with hoaxing. If you have a good story, and it’s
believable, and you document it, corroborate…
whatever you’re doing.
Females for Felons where we pretended our
group would go behind bars and service men
who didn’t want to be gay. For good behaviour
of course. On a weekend the prisoner would
be allowed to go to this motel to meet one of
our young ladies from the Red Cross, women’s
clubs… Giving something back to the society.
And they were willing to satisfy these guys who
needed some heterosexual behaviour, and allow
them to go back into the society. And, you know…
as a reward. You wouldn’t take a serial-killer,
but if he had the points… They had points on a
program where they had to be on good behaviour,
no fighting, no smoking pot, no this, no that. And
it all added up. So that story made sense. And the
best part about it was, when the reporters would
call the warden and say, “Are you aware of this
Females for Felons?”, and he’s say, “Well, yeah,
I’ve read about it. What about it?”, “Would you
have it in your prison?”, “I can neither confirm
nor deny either.” (Laughing) So we used that
ploy. And we didn’t have to do anything. It just
had its own momentum. Because the idea of
these young ladies, we said they were from the
Junior League… Junior League, those are rich
people, and snobbish, and… They wouldn’t go
near a prison. They wouldn’t get arrested.
AS: How does something like this work
nowadays?
AA: Well, for instance banning breast-feeding.
That ran for about five or six years too. Because
the public was upset about breast-feeding, and the
fact that women or mothers were not allowed to
breast-feed in public places. They had to go to the
ladies room.
PH: That was in 2002. It’s also the more
outrageous the hoax is, the more people want
to believe it. I performed that with Alan and his
wife, at both the Democratic and Republican
convention. And they didn’t tell me anything
about it. We got to the Republican convention
in Philadelphia and then they gave me a T-shirt:
“Ban breast-feeding”. I wanted to kill them.
It was like, “I’ve got to walk around with this
shirt? Nobody’s gonna believe this! What are you
thinking!” Guess what: everybody believed it.
They just wouldn’t leave us alone. At one point
we were eating lunch and this girl sat down next
to us, and she goes, “Listen to me! What you’re
doing is wrong! You’re wrong!” and I’m like,
“Lady, I’m eating my lunch”.
AS: And Yetta Bronstein?
AA: Well, Yetta Bronstein, she also sings. And the
Beatles, Sir Paul McCartney chose her rendition
of “I Want to Hold Your Hand” to include on
a Beatles album of the best cover songs. Yetta
Bronstein won over lots and lots of artists who
recorded “I Want to Hold Your Hand”. And she
does it with a Jewish accent and an organ in the
background.
PH: Jeanne is so convincing. When we did
Ban breast-feeding, we first did it over at the
Republican Convention in Philadelphia, and it

was me, Alan and Jeanne, she was just so matter
of fact. People would just come up to her, “So
you’re banning breast-feeding?”, and she’s like,
“Oh yes, yes, yes, Here’s why…” And people just
believed her! I started believing her!
AA: Well, one radio station caught on fire. So
many irate mothers were calling in to complain.
CHUM… Because I said mothers were having an
incestuous relationship with their babies. And
they were getting off with the baby and faking it
with their spouse or husband or maid or whoever.
And it’s just not right. It’s not fair to use the baby
as a sexual surrogate, and so on. Mothers got so
outraged, thousands of them called in. Suddenly
I hear firetrucks in the background. Cause I’m
calling them from New York. If I was anywhere
near Toronto, believe me, they would’ve gone to
that station and burned it down. But it was funny.
Could hardly keep from laughing. People were so
outraged and upset. Well, it’s OK. People deserve
to get a kick in the intellect, as I say. Paul and I
have worked together now 32 something years
and…
PH: Oh, I’ve worked on tons of hoaxes…
AA: Oh yes, he’s been everywhere.
PH: I actually met him at The New School in
New York. I was a teenager at the time, just out
of high school. When I first met him, I was going
through my punk-rock-hate-everybody state…
I didn’t like him. So I sat in the back. This was in
the 80s when you could still smoke in New York.
I was sitting smoking in the back. Then I came in
next week, and there was an ashtray he had put
down. Then the next week I’m eating a sandwich
in the back, and then when I came again next
week, he had a napkin and a knife and fork there.
So I figure, “Alright, maybe this guy is OK.” Then
one time he was talking about Omar’s School for
Panhandling. And I just fired up and said, “Wait a
minute, that’s fake!” And he said, “Yeah, I know,
I’m the guy who faked it.” And I used to see this
guy over and over again when I was a kid, but
I just didn’t put two and two together. Then he
invited me to do Omar’s School for Panhandling
and that’s where my sorted life started.
AA: Here’s some other things… (Passes over
a sheet of paper) This is abolishing income-tax,
charging people by their body-weight. Pay five
dollars per pound.
PH: People actually started stealing this idea.
A couple of people did it. But they were deadserious about it of course.
AA: (Passes on another sheet of paper) This is
what I’ve sent out as well. Selling my body-parts.
I offered my parts for sale.
AS: Reminds me of the Euthanasia cruises as
well…
PH: The Euthanasia boat-rides.
AA: Paul Sheldon played the role of a man who’s
going out on the last supper, for three days of
frivolity, of fun, and games, food, sex and booze.
And then the boat would be in the international
zone, so it’s legal. And the deck is creased and
the rail comes off and you slide down into Davy
Jones’ Locker. And the organ plays “Nearer,
My God, to Thee” and so on.

PH: That’s one of the few I wasn’t involved in.
AA: Paul was recognisable… He was selling his
organs, or his kidney… And he had everybody
going crazy over that. It’s illegal to sell an organ,
but he’s gonna lease it for 99 years.

PH: And people were like, “Oh, OK.” And it
just kept getting bigger and bigger and bigger
and bigger. And then we had a lawyer who was
saying, “Well, you know, if somebody actually
comes out and puts a bid on his kidney, and if he
doesn’t give him his kidney, there’s gonna be a
little problem.” So we had to hire a girl to pose
as the person who was going to buy the kidney.
She was German. And we did an interview for a
newsmagazine called 20/20. She did her research
and came up with this incurable disease, and
we could only have the operation in Germany
or somewhere. So we were gonna go out… And
then she’s like “Aha, aha, mhm, aha, mhm…
Hey, I got to make a phone call.” So I was at this
point where I wanted it to end. Thank god she
knows it’s fake! And then she came back to us
and said, “I just want to let you know, I spoke to
the producer at ABC, they love it! And they’re
gonna fly you out to Germany, and they’re gonna
be with you when you have this operation!” (Both
laughing) And I’m like, “Oh no, now what do we
do…” But finally some reporter put two and two
together. And he just called the bluff and printed
it, “Oh, this is a hoax…”
AS: You used to publish quite a few books. What’s
the purpose of the books? Is it for documentation
purpose, or for other people to take on what
you’ve been doing? Especially “How to Thrive on
Rejection”. It feels like that’s specifically looking
for an audience that could use it almost as a
handbook.
AA: I’ve published quite a few books. The books
have all these adventures and true stories.
I’m working on new ideas all the time. After
I published “How to Thrive on Rejection”, I felt
like I don’t want to say it all. I don’t want to
expose myself too much. So I put the breaks on
for a bit. On the internet I’m writing what I call
Questionable commentaries. This is my blog.
I have about thirty of them up now. I write one
maybe every week. I sit down and just rant about
something, or complain. Or I cough up something that hasn’t been written about in a long
time, and use that, or recycle it. There is plenty
of ideas.
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